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The federal government is currently replacing conventional electric power plants with advanced 

microgrids at major military bases.  A microgrid is a significant upgrade, having high potential 

locally by exploiting new energy sources and better ways to integrate, but also setting a new 

national pattern.   

Policy levers are being applied to make the transition to microgrids a success.  A direction has 

been set, and this has been followed up with favorable acquisition mechanisms, ample funding, 

and political support.  It would seem that everything is in place, except that an underlying 

organizational culture is poorly matched to what microgrid development requires, and this 

organizational culture is relatively immune to the policy levers that have been applied.     

By “culture” we mean interlocking management practices that are actively reinforced in the 

everyday dealings of the federal workforce.  Several common and even best practices in federal 

acquisition and project management are not well matched to microgrid development and may 

seriously limit their benefits. These practices grew from experience with technologies, 

organizations, and standards of a different era and continue to be considered the proper way to 

purchase and manage services.  While these practices continue to be workable in many 

situations, they suppress systemic, evolutionary approaches to technology development.  An 

alternative approach and associated practices are proposed that are more likely to bring out the 

full potential of microgrids while maintaining conventional safeguards.   

In sum, an important overlooked target is identified for policy intervention that will unlock 

microgrid development, but successful intervention hinges on overcoming a persistent 

organizational culture – a difficult prospect.  
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